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Who?   Donal -> http://linkedin.com/in/podomere

What?  7 slides, a story, some code, and a PoC || …..

Where? Melbourne, Berlin, Sydney ->….. Maastricht, Dublin, Berlin

Why?  To facilitate decision making / expedite troubleshooting!

How?   Read on…

http://linkedin.com/in/podomere










1. Problem started in a coworking space (mainly OSX clients) with not much money for 7Signal or even NetBeez (and Meraki logs/platform 
logs sucked/proprietary…) 
2. Started graphing from a single sensor machine host using tshark, bash scripts, and gnuplot <— have a look… 
3. Started goofin' around with some one liners (and run in your console!) 
!
retries.sh (run first in background for data collection) https://gist.github.com/donalod/7d6575b1f2e296b680c9 
retrygrapher.sh https://gist.github.com/donalod/352e28f5b3d2d896b982 
retrypercent.sh https://gist.github.com/donalod/cc5cc9056da95da3a999 
!
4. Then, in other larger enterprises (with arbitrary Wifi infrastructure) I wanted some time series data distributed amongst a population of 
clients (to enable the asking of questions about APs and clusters of endpoints/devices commonalities and deltas) but couldn't find anything 
free/easy so I wrote the below last year…. 
!
Kibana (visualisations) host dashboard (static) and on the web live dashboard (web). 
!
elasticclient.sh https://gist.github.com/donalod/89123fa2ffebeae0bf73 
elasticmappings.sh https://gist.github.com/donalod/3d328392cdb12701cb14 
elasticchitindata.json (example) https://gist.github.com/donalod/32e3fab101d574b7ebc0 
!
5. Right now myself and Jamie are playing with quick and dirty packaging of scripts via Platypus and native packages... without learning 
ObjC :) Though I need to pick up on the native iOS port with Josh!   
!
Note: There are a million ways to improve (offline caching, default route check, native client, auth, self registration, grouping, web front end 
etc. etc. etc). 
!
What questions would you ask for troubleshooting/what other metrics would you grab (hardware platform, power feed)? 
What improvements or suggestions would you make? E.g. http://www.shellcheck.net/ and not writing it in bash ;)
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